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One of the basic problems of the theory of spectral operators is whether the sum and product of two commuting spectral operators on a Banach space is again spectral (for background material on spectral operators see especially [l] or [2] ). Wermer [5] showed that this is in fact always the case if the operators act on a Hilbert space. Dunford [l] and Foguel [3] proved that if the underlying space is weakly complete, the boundedness of the Boolean algebra of projections generated by the resolutions of the identity of the operators implies that the sum and product is spectral. In practice, however, this may be difficult to determine, and our work has been to find easily applicable criteria for this boundedness. Our previous paper [4] gave a criterion in terms of multiplicity: It sufficed that one of the algebras of projections was of finite multiplicity, and that even for some separable reflexive Banach spaces this condition was necessary. Our present criterion is in terms of the underlying space and independent of various properties the generating Boolean algebras might enjoy other than their boundedness.
Our result holds for Lp spaces, 1 <p < oo, direct sums of Lv spaces for which the p's are bounded away from 1 and oo, and for subspaces thereof; especially of interest for partial differential equations is that our theorem holds for the Sobolev spaces where the norm of a function x is given by the sum of the Lp norm of x and of some perhaps different Lp norms of its derivatives. Since our estimates are all finite-combinatoric, our results hold for inseparable Lp spaces, L" spaces with respect to only finitely additive measures, and their elaborations.
Our first section will establish some combinatorial propositions, which when used in the second section will give our theorem for 2 Sp < °° ; consideration of adjoints gives the theorem for 1 <p S2. Proof. We first obtain the upper bound. Let p be an even integer, p = 2 A. We have
As before, the only nonzero contributions after performing the integrations to compute the average are those for which h, ■ ■ ■ , lx is a permutation of ki, ■ ■ ■ , k^. For any such permutation, the contribution is bounded in absolute value by 2-1 Xy*iXy¡i E"-iEr=i<ï;*£yF* with I ay* I =1 and E;-Ey= E* Fk = I, the identity on Lp; for any operator which we use to compute ¡|g|| is in the convex hull of such operators. Now let x he a function in LP. We wish to compute || E/* a3kE3Fkx\\p. For any choice of d, ■ ■ ■ , cn each of absolute value 1, the operator 2~Zi c3E3, as well as its inverse Ej c3E3, has bound ||s||. The analogous holds true for an operator E*^*^* where di, ■ ■ ■ , dm are each of absolute value 1. Thus S h' i -p E c3dka3kEjFkx
If we average over all \c3\ =1, \dk\ =1, the central term of this inequality remains unchanged. However, Therefore ||g|| ^r(^/2+2)2^||s||2||3:||!!.
We wish to make the remark that the only assumptions about the underlying Banach space was that it was a space of functions x in which the norm was defined as (f\x\p)llp. The £'s and £'s may be such that they only operate on a certain subspace, as is the case with the Sobolev spaces which can be regarded as a subspace of a sum of Lp spaces; thus, our theorem holds in such spaces, and of course for others as mentioned in the introduction. This is essentially Wermer's method. It is natural to ask whether in general (Yi \\Ejx\\p)1Ip is an equivalent norm in Lp, the equivalence depending only upon ||s||; for then the boundedness theorem would be very simple. We are indebted to E. R. Rodemich for the following counterexample in L4:
In L4(0, 1) consider the functions <pj(t) = (-l)a'U), 0<t<l, li£j<eo, where t has the dyadic expansion t= YZ.i a,(t)2~' and each a¡(t) is either 0 or 1 (a¡ is well defined except on a set of measure 0; the <j>j are Rademacher functions). Let the operator £y be defined as carrying the function x into E¡x=(Jx<pj)<pj. f(j>3<j>k = ^jk shows that the operators £, are a disjoint set of projections. Since the functions </>y are orthonormal in £2(0, 1), E* \bi\2 = Ey |/^j| 2^/|^| 2 = ||Hl4î tnus tne norm of the operator Eyay£y (|öy| ísl) is at most 41/4. Therefore the Boolean algebras 8n whose atoms are £1, ■ • • , £", £on) = I-Eî -Ey, satisfy ||sn|| <3, since every member of £" is a finite sum of £y's or / minus such a finite sum. Nowletxn = 0i+ • • • +<bn-E3xn=d)3(Q<jSn),andEjXn = Q(j>n). The Li norm of x" has its fourth power equal to n + 3n2. However, if £y runs over all atoms of S", Ey !l£yx»l|4 = E"=i ll-Ey*"!!4^ Ey-i IWI" = ra which is not comparable with ||x"||4 uniformly in w.
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